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Levels of MeasurementLevels of Measurement

NominalNominal

OrdinalOrdinal

IntervalInterval

RatioRatio



Types of DataTypes of Data

FrequenciesFrequencies

Nominal orNominal or
Ordinal measuresOrdinal measures ScoresScores

Interval orInterval or
Ratio measuresRatio measures



Types of StatisticsTypes of Statistics

DescriptiveDescriptive

SummarySummary

CorrelationalCorrelational

InferentialInferential



Importance of the Normal CurveImportance of the Normal Curve

Summary Statistics Dispersion Statistics

•Mean -Range
•Median -Variance
•Mode -Standard Deviation

-z Score



Correlational StatisticsCorrelational Statistics

Correlations tell us nothing about causationCorrelations tell us nothing about causation

Correlations assume linear relationshipsCorrelations assume linear relationships

Pearson’s Pearson’s rr most commonly used most commonly used

Most correlational statistics range fromMost correlational statistics range from

approx. -1 to +1 with 0 = random chanceapprox. -1 to +1 with 0 = random chance



Inferential StatisticsInferential Statistics

ParametricParametric

Deals with SCORES &Deals with SCORES &
assumes a normalassumes a normal
distribution in the populationdistribution in the population

ANOVAANOVA

tt-test-test

Non-ParametricNon-Parametric

Deals with FREQUENCIESDeals with FREQUENCIES
& makes no assumptions& makes no assumptions
about the populationabout the population

Chi Square (Chi Square (XX22))



Confidence LevelConfidence Level

Set at .05 (or 5%) for social sciencesSet at .05 (or 5%) for social sciences

Represents the probability of our findingsRepresents the probability of our findings
being due to random chance and NOT a realbeing due to random chance and NOT a real
relationship in the populationrelationship in the population

Probability levels (Probability levels (pp) between .05 and .01) between .05 and .01
are called “significant”are called “significant”

Probability levels of .01 or below are calledProbability levels of .01 or below are called
“highly significant“highly significant



Types of VariablesTypes of Variables

IndependentIndependent
What we manipulate orWhat we manipulate or
select forselect for

Examples:Examples:

AgeAge

GenderGender

Experimental vs.Experimental vs.
Control groupControl group

Dependent (Criterion)Dependent (Criterion)
What we measure orWhat we measure or
observeobserve

Examples:Examples:

Attitude scoresAttitude scores

Viewing habitsViewing habits

Program preferencesProgram preferences

Content masteredContent mastered



Types of DesignsTypes of Designs
ExperimentalExperimental

Usually 2 groupsUsually 2 groups
randomly assignedrandomly assigned
Experimental group isExperimental group is
shown a video or exposedshown a video or exposed
to some media experience,to some media experience,
etc.etc.
Control group experiencesControl group experiences
exactly the sameexactly the same
environment minus theenvironment minus the
experimental componentexperimental component

EmpiricalEmpirical
Subjects self-select theirSubjects self-select their
behavior relative to ourbehavior relative to our
dependent variabledependent variable

We observe how thisWe observe how this
behavior may vary amongbehavior may vary among
sub-groups which wesub-groups which we
devise based on ourdevise based on our
independent variable, i.e.independent variable, i.e.
gender or age bracketsgender or age brackets



All About TailsAll About Tails

Most inferential statistics will yield aMost inferential statistics will yield a
1-tailed and a 2-tailed probability level1-tailed and a 2-tailed probability level
The 1-tailed will be The 1-tailed will be 11//22 the 2-tailed level (which is the 2-tailed level (which is
better because this is the odds of being WRONG)better because this is the odds of being WRONG)
If you accurately predict the outcome of yourIf you accurately predict the outcome of your
study, you report the 1-tailed probabilitystudy, you report the 1-tailed probability
If you can’t predict the outcome or it comes outIf you can’t predict the outcome or it comes out
opposite your prediction, you report the 2-tailedopposite your prediction, you report the 2-tailed
probabilityprobability
You NEVER report both levels!!!!You NEVER report both levels!!!!
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